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Abstract 
In this paper we consider the numerical evaluation of one-dimensional Cauchy principal value integrals of the form 
f l f (x) dx, k(x) -1<2<1,  _~ x -2  
by rules obtained by subtracting out the singularity and then applying quadrature formulas based on quasi-interpolating 
splines. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider the numerical evaluation of Cauchy principal value integrals (CPV) 
J(kf;2):= f~l k(x) f(-----~a) dx' 2~( -1 ,1 ) ,  (1) 
where k and f are such that J(kf; 2) exists. 
The majority of numerical methods proposed for (1) are global methods, usually based on 
orthogonal polynomial approximations in A := [ - 1, 1-1. It is well known that the above methods 
have good convergence properties, but they can present some difficulties associated with their 
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implementation [14]. For instance, since the node points are generally chosen as the zeros of an 
orthogonal polynomial, global methods are not appropriate for integrals with input functions 
f that behave badly in some subinterval [a, b] of A. 
For  such integrals, a numerical method that allows us to concentrate on the evaluation points in 
[a, b] would have to be used. Generally, this is not possible with global methods. 
In contrast, local methods afford a flexible choice of the node points. Recently some authors 
[8-10, 20] have studied quadrature rules for (1) based on interpolating or approximating splines. 
However, the convergence r sults are not completely satisfactory, since they have some restric- 
tion on the spacing of the knots [8-10], or on the low precision of the quadrature [20]. 
Recently, some papers [4, 6] have tried to remedy the disadvantages of the above local schemes 
by using a method based on quasi-interpolating (q-i) splines. Such a strategy approximates f by 
a q-i spline Q, f  of the form 
Q, f  (x) = cqj[zil, ... , zij] BT(x),  (2) 
i= l \ j= l  
where 
• B'p(x), i = 1(1) n are the normalized B-splines of order m (degree m - 1), forming a basis for 
a given spline space Sm~, 
• [zil, ... , zu ] f  is the (j - 1)th divided difference of f based on the points zil, . . . ,  zij, 
of~<m,  
• the sets {~1, ... ,~e}, i = l(1)n, are chosen in a suitable way in A, 
• ~ij are such that 
Q, f  = f for all f ~ 9~. (3) 
9~e is the set of polynomials of order f, i.e. degree < f. If the z u are assumed to be distinct, the 
divided differences in (2) involve only function values. In this case, since 
J f (z i , )  
['c,,, ... , z i j ] f=  ~ j (zl, - "ci,)' (4) 
r= l  Hs=l , s#r  
defining 
ai r 
= , , (5 )  
r=j Hs=I,s¢ j(Tij- Tis) 
we obtain the following expression for Q.f: 
i '  
O.f(x) = Z vJ( OBT'(x). (6 )  
i= l j= l  
The spline space Smz and the set of the points z~j once chosen, replacing f with Q. f  in (1), we obtain 
i '  
J ( k f ;  2) - J ( kQ. f ;  2) = 2 vij(2)f(zij), (7) 
i= l j= l  
where 
vij(A) = vijJ(kB'p;2), i = l(1)n, j = l(1)f. 
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For such rules, in [4] the authors proved the convergence properties for a wide class of functions 
f and they obtained an error bound. Furthermore, the implementation of the method is based on 
a stable and efficient algorithm [5]. 
In the present paper, we consider a different approach to the evaluation of J(kf; 2). Indeed, if we 
subtract out the singularity from (1) and assume that J(k; 2) exists for all 2 E ( - 1, 1), we can write 
the CPV integral in the form 
J (k f ;  2) = k(x)g~(x) dx +f(2)J(k; 2), (8) 
-1  
where [18] 
I f(x) --f_(2) 
,x -2  ' x#2,  ) 
g~(x) = g(x;2) = ) f  (2), x = 2 and f '(2) exists, (9) 
/ 
0, otherwise. 
We then approximate g~(x) with a q-i spline Q,g~(x) and integrate. This amounts to the q-i product 
integration of g~ with respect o k. 
If we define 
k(x)f(x)dx, (10) 
by [4] we can write 
J (k f )  = J(kQ,f)  + R.(kf)= ~ ~ #i~f(zO + R,(kf). (11) 
i= l j= l  
where 
#,j = vowi(k), i = l(1)n, j = I(1)E, (12) 
with 
wi(k) = J(kBT'). (13) 
Hence, if we write 
J(kf; 2):= J,(kf; 2) + E,(kf; 2), (14) 
where 
n t' 
J.(kf;2) = Y' ~ #iig~(z,j) +f(2)J(k;2), (15) 
i=ij=i 
from (8) and (14) we see that the quadrature rror E.(kf; 2) is the truncation error of the rule (11), 
when it is applied to the function g~(x), i.e., 
E.(k f ; 2) = R.(kg~). 
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Therefore the rules (15) are convergent if and only if the corresponding rules (11) are convergent 
when applied to the function g~(x). We remark that, if k~LI(A)c~DT(N~(2)), 2 for some 
N,(2) = [2 -- 6, 2 + ~] c A, then J(k; 2) is finite and can either be found in a Hilbert transform 
table [13], or evaluated numerically as 
f f l k (x ) -k (2 )  k(x) - kO. ) dx + J(k; 2) = dx 
-1 x -2  x -2  
1-2  
+ k(2) log ( i -~) .  (16) 
In Section 2 we will introduce, following [7, 16], the locally uniform q-i spline spaces S,,~ and 
define q-i spline approximations Q, f  to a function f. We will report on some theorems regarding 
the convergence of product quadrature rules based on q-i splines for f ~ R(A) (R(A) is the set of 
bounded Riemann integrable functions on A), or for f unbounded at a point ~ ~ ( - 1, 1). 
Making use of these results, we shall investigate in Section 3 the convergence of rules (15) for 
f s Hu(A), 3 0 < k/~< 1, and their uniform convergence when f e C 1 (A). The uniform convergence is 
important in numerical solution of Cauchy singular integral equations by quadrature methods. 
Finally, in Section 4 we shall compare our methods with the one proposed in I-4] and we will give 
some numerical examples. 
The same approach considered here is given in [8-1, where quadrature rules based on cubic spline 
interpolation at equally spaced nodes are studied, and in 1-19], where ga is approximated by 
piecewise linear functions. 
2. On quasi-interpolating splines 
We will now give the necessary definitions and properties of q-i splines as they appear in 1-4, 16]. 
Let 
A :={- l=xo<xl< "-- <xp<xp+l=l}  (17) 
be a partition of the interval A; let m be an integer and Smz be the class of polynomial splines of 
order m with knots at the points xi, i = l(1)p. 
We say that A is a quasi-uniform partition (q.u.) if, for positive constant K, 
Xi+ 1 - -  Xi  
<~K, O<~i, j<~p (18) 
X j+  1 - -  X j  
for all i,j; we call the partition locally uniform (1.u.) if (18) holds for all i and j = i + 1. The spline 
space SmA based on a 1.u. partition is called 1.u. spline space. 
2 DT(S) := {g e C(S): ¢¢ts) jo co(g;t)t -ldt < oo} for any interval S of length d(S), where 09(g;t) is the modulus of 
continuity of g in S. 
3 H,(A):= {g e C(A): I g(x0 - g(x2)l ~< L Ix1 -- x2 I"} for every xl, x2 ~ A, where L is a positive constant, and 0 </~ ~< 1. 
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Let {B7'}7= ~be the set of normalized B-splines of order m associated to the extended partition A* 
defined by 
ya:= y2: . . . .  := y,.:= - 1, 
Y,.+I := xl,Ym+2 := X2, ... ,y, := Xp, (19) 
y.+l := y.+2: . . . .  := yn+m: = 1, 
where n := m + p. 
Let 
3 := max (Yi+l -- Yl); (20) 
m<~i<.n 
we assume here that 
~0 asn~.  (21) 
Let us fix E with 1 ~< f ~< m. For each i = 1 (1)n, let {zij}~= 1 be a nondecreasing sequence of 
distinct points ~ [y~, y~+,.]. 
Let us define B(A)  as the set of real-valued functions bounded on A. For any f ~ B(A)  we 
consider the approximation scheme (2), with the values of 0q~ defined by 
0~j= Z (v - l ) !  ' j= I (1 )E  (22) 
v=l  
with 
( -  1 )v - l (v -  1)! _t,._v).~ (23) 
(Dim ~uj, (m-  1)! 
m-1 
q~i,.(t) = I-I (t - yi+.) (24) 
S=I  
j - -1  
O,l(t) = 1, Oij(t) = ~ (t - z,s), j > 2. (25) 
s=l  
For such values of 0c~j, [-4, 16], the q-i splines (2) satisfies (3). Since the v~j are supposed to be distinct, 
we emphasize that the construction of Q. f  depends only on the values of f at the ~j. 
If we choose E = m, then Q, f  reproduces the polynomials of order m, which is the highest 
reproduction order obtainable by Q.. Since we have simple knots, it is reasonable to choose g = m. 
We consider as in [-7] the following choices T~, Tz, T3, T4, T5 of the zlj: 
Tx: zij = Yi + m-  j  11 (Yi+m - Yi), i = l(1)n, j = l(1)m; (26) 
T2: 
j - 1/2 
Tij Yi -m-- 1 (Yi+m -- Yi), i=  l(1)n, j = l(1)m; 
T3: Zij = Yi+j-a, i = m(1)n -- m, j = l(1)m; 
(27) 
(28) 
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here, when the knots are not all distinct, the ztj are given, near the endpoints, by (26), for i = 1 and 
i = n, for i = 2(1)m - 1 and i = n - m + l(1)n - 1, the ztj are chosen so as to include the distinct 
knots in { Yl .... , Yt + m} augmented by some of the points among -cii(znj) and the distinct knots in the 
support of B~', excluding the endpoints. 
T4: ztj = Yi+j, i = m(1)n -- m, j = l(1)m (29) 
and z o as in T 3 for the remaining values of i. 
Ts: zi~ = ½(Yt+j-1 + Yt+j), i = m(1)n - m, j = l(1)m (30) 
and zij as in definition of T3 for the remaining values of i. 
Let s be an integer with 1 ~< s ~< m. For estimating how well the above q-i schemes approximate 
smooth functions, we consider the quantities 
(Dt ( f  - Qnf ) (x) ,  0 <<. 1 < s, 
Ezs(x) = ~ (D lQ~f (x ) ,  s <~ I < m. 
For a fixed x s A, let q be such that x e [Yq,Y~+I] with q = 0(1)p. 
We will now introduce the following definitions 
ais:= min (zt,j+s - zt~), s = l (1 )m-  1, (31) 
1 <~j<~m-s 
ztq := max (Yi + 1 - Yt), (32) 
q+ l <~i <~q+2m-1 
Aq, m- l : :  min (Yi+m-t -- Yt), l = 0(1)m - 1, (33) 
l+q+ l <~ i <~ q+m 
Am_i:= rain Aq, m-t. (34) 
O<~q<~p 
Let lq = [ yq +1, Yq + 2m]. We have, as a particular case (q = ~)  of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 of [16], the 
following 
Lemma 2.1. Let  1 <<. s <~ m, and assume that f ~ C s- 1 (Iq) and 0 <~ l < m. Then 
max IEts(x)l ~< KqA~-t - log( f ( s -1 ) ;Aq) ,  (35) 
yq~X~yq+l  
where 
m s + 1 Fret/" A~t ",~t [- s -  -] 
Kq. -  ~- -~.v  ~ )  L 2 1+/=s+l  ~ (2pq) i -s ,_] (36) 
with 
(Yi+m -- Yi) pq := max (37) 
q+l  <~i~q+m ~is 
and 
(m- l ) !  ( / ) (38) 
Fmt:= (m _ l _ l)! [_l/2J " 
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Lemma 2.2. Let 1 <<. s <<. m. Suppose that f ~ C~-a(A) and 0 <<. l < m. Then 
IlE~sll~ ~< K*3~-t-a~o(f~-~);z]) .  
where 
"- (s - 1)--------~ \A-~_J  L + 
with 
p := max 
1 <~i<~n ~is 
(Yi+m -- Yi) 
(39) 
Theorem 2.3. Let f ~ R(A), let Q , f  be 9iven by (6) and let k ~ LI(A). Then 
(i) for any sequence of spline spaces and zij 9iven by (26) or (27), one has 
J (kQ, f )  ~ J (k f )  as n ~ oo. (41) 
(ii) /f the spaces Sm~ are l.u. and the splines Q , f  are based on T3, T4, Ts, then again (41) holds. 
Theorem 2.4. Let 1 <~ s <<. m. Then, for all f E Cs-I(A) and for k ~ LI(A) 
J (k  f )  - J ( kO, f )  = R,(k f )  = O(A s- log(fts- 1); ~)). (42) 
Proof. Same as in [-4]. [] 
We will now discuss the convergence of J ( kQ, f )  to J ( k f )  when f is unbounded in A but 
k f  ~ LI(A). For this purpose we start by defining a family of functions Ma(~; k), - 1 < ( < 1, by 
Ma(~;k):= { f  e C( [ - -  1 ,1] \~):3F,  
Since we assume (21), if s = 1, l = 0 and f ~ C(A), this lemma implies 
[[ f -  Q , f  [r ~ --* 0 as n --, ~ (40) 
if p is uniformly bounded for all n. In this hypothesis for s and l, it has been proved in [7] that p is 
uniformly bounded for all n, if 
(a) {vii} e TI, Tz for any spline spaces 
(b) {zi~} e T3, T4, T5 and the spline spaces are 1.u. 
In particular, if z i jeT1,  p - -m- l ;  if zqeT2 ,  p=m;  if z~j~T3, T4, Ts, p~<K1 where 
K1 = (1 + R + ... + K?'-1) and K? is given in (18). 
If the spline spaces are 1.u., it is possible to prove [6] that p is uniformly bounded for 1 < s ~< m 
also. 
We will now consider the integral (10) and the product integration rules (11) with l = m. 
From now on we assume 
"Cij ~ T1, T2, T3, T4, T5. 
It is possible to prove the following theorems [4, 7]. 
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F is continuous and nondecreasing in [ - 1, ~), (43) 
continuous and nonincreasing in (~, 1], 
kF e L~(A) and Ifl ~< F in A}. 
Let PC(A) be the set of all piecewise continuous functions on A, so that PC(A) c R(A) and V,g is 
any numerical integration rule of the form 
V.g := ~ ui.g(zi.), zi. e A. (44) 
i=1  
For the function family defined in (43) we have the following lemma [-20, 22]. 
Lemma 2.5. Let - 1 < ~ < 1, f e Ma(~; k), and assume that 
lim V.g = J(kg) (45) 
?1 ---~ OO 
for all g e PC(A). 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for having 
V , f  ~ J (k  f )  as n -~ oo (46) 
is that, given e > O, there exist no = no(e), fix e ( - 1, ~), f12 e (~, 1) such that for all n > no 
#, <~ zin <. f12 Uinf(Zin) < e. (47) 
zm ¢: 
We shall apply this lemma to the case 
V. f  = Y (kQ. f ) :=  J (kQ. f )  - v~w~(k)f(z~) - vi.rwi.(k)f(zi.j.), 
where -cv is the value of-c~j < ~ closest o ~ and z~.j. is the value ofz u > ~ closest o ~, in such a way 
that we avoid the singularity in J ( kQ. f ) .  
We then have the following convergence r sult. 
Theorem 2.6. Let f e Ma(~; k), ¢ e ( - 1, 1). Suppose that k e LI(A)nC(N~(~)), where N~(~) is the 
neighbourhood 
N~(~):= {x: ~-6<~x<<. ~+6,0<6<l} ,  N~(~)cA  
of the point ~. 
Then 
Y (kQ. f )  ~ J (k f )  as n ~ go (48) 
if z u e Ti, i = 1(1)5, and if the spline space Sm~ is l.u. 
Assume that % < ~ < z~. r ,  let z* be the node closest to ~, defined by 
Szv < ~, i f  ~ - ~ <<. T~.~, - ~, 
T* 
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We suppose that 
Iz* - 41 > Cmax{y~+l - y~,Yi*+l - Yi*} 
for a positive constant C. Then 
J (kQ, f )  -~ J (k  f )  as n -~ oe. 
(49) 
(50) 
Proof. We first observe that, since J (kQ, g) converges towards J(kg) for all g ~ R(A), so does 
3(kQ, g), since each element in the sequence ignores only a finite number of points from the 
integration sum. 
Hence by Lemma 2.5, we need only to show that, given e > 0 and 3-< 3, we can find 
fll ~ [4 - 3-, 4) and f12 ~ (4, ~ "~ ~-] such that for n sufficiently large and for f ~ Md(~; k) we have 
1~ ~ w~(k)f(zij)l < e, (51) 
where the sum is over all the z~j such that fll ~< T~j < z~ < ~ and ~ < zi*i* < zij ~< f12. 
Since, under the assumptions on z~j, Ivljl is uniformly bounded for all i,j and n [4,7], it is 
sufficient o show that 
I~ ~ w,(k)f(z,j)l < el, (52) 
where the sum is over all z~.j. < z~ ~< f12. In a similar way we can prove the relation for the sum 
over all fll ~< zlj < z~. 
For all i, j and m we have 
fy 
~i +m 
Iwi(k)f(zij)l <~ Ik(x)l dxlf(zij)l. 
i 
The hypothesis on k implies that Ik(x)l ~< M(x) in [¢ -  3,~)w(~,¢ + 6], where M is positive, 
nondecreasing in [4 - 3, ~) and positive, nonincreasing in (4, ~ + 6] and MF ~ LI(A), with F de- 
fined in (43). Also Ik(x)f(x)l <<. G(x) in [4 - 3, ¢)w(~, ¢ + 6], where G is a positive L1 function, 
nondecreasing in [( - 6, ~) and nonincreasing in (4, ~ + 6]. Therefore we can write 
r I~ ~ w,(k)f(~j)l < C M(x)F(x) dx, J~ 
which proves (52). 
To prove (50), we have to show that wi.(k)f(~i.j.) - .  0 as n ~ oe. By (49) we have 
~y ' i *  + m Iwi.(k)f(zi.j.)l <<, Ik(x)l dxlf(z,. j.) l 
i* 
<~ T(yi* +m - -  y~,)lk(zl,j.)f(~,j.)l 
~< T f~"* G(x) dx, 
d~ 
which converges towards 0 as n ---, or. The theorem is now completely proved. [] 
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Remark. Theorem 2.6 holds with weaker hypotheses on k, but we have taken into account hat 
k must be at least continuous in a neighbourhood of ¢ in order for the CPV integral to exist. 
3. On the convergence of the quadrature rules (15) 
We have mentioned already that the rules (15) shall converge towards J (kf ;  2) or diverge as do 
the rules (11) when applied to the integral 
f 
l 
J(kg~) = k(x)ga(x) dx, (53) 
-1 
where the function g~ is defined in (9). 
We can state the following theorems. 
Theorem 3.1. I f  f • HI(Na(2))nR(A) and k • LI(A), then 
E,(kf; 2) ~ 0 
as n --. oo, for all 2 • ( - 1, 1). 
Proof. If f•  HI(Na(2))nR(A), then g4 ~ R(A) and we can apply Theorem 2.1 to arrive at the 
thesis. [] 
Theorem 3.2. Let f • H,(A), 0 < # < 1, and let k • LI(A)~C(Na(2)). Then, if condition (49) holds, 
E , (k f ;2 )~O asn~oo.  
Proof. I f f  • Hu(A), 0 < # < 1, the integrand in (53) is no greater than L[x - 2[ ~-1 for a positive 
constant L independent of n. 
Therefore, it follows by Theorem 2.6 that J (kQ,  g~) converges towards J(kgx) as n ~ ~.  [] 
F rom Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 it follows that, if f •  H,(A), 0 < p ~< 1, k • LI(A)nC(Na(2)), and if 
(49) holds, then J , (kf ;  2) converges towards J (kf ;  2) for all 2 • ( - 1, 1). 
By restricting ourselves to a closed subinterval .4 of A, we now can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. I f  k • LI(A) and f•  CI(A), then E,(k f ; 2) ~0 uniformly in 2 as n ~ ~. Hence, if 
o 
k • DT(A)~LI (A)  and f • CI(A), then (15) converges uniformly to (1). 
Proof. If f • CI(A), then g~(x) is uniformly continuous for all pairs (x; 2) • A × .4. For any 2, by 
Lemma 2.2, 
]ga(x) -- Qng~(x)] <~ C*o(g~; z]) (54) 
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for a positive constant C*. By the uniform continuity of 9~(x) in 2, ~o(g~; z/) is independent of 2. 
Hence, 
Ig,(kf;R)l <% C*w(ga;A) ~1 Ik(x)ldx = o(1), (55) 
3- 1 
o 
uniformly in 2. If k e DT(A), then J(kf; 2) exists for all 2 e ( - 1, 1), which yields the uniform 
convergence of J,(k f ;2). [] 
Now we can derive a bound for the quadrature rror E,(kf; 2): 
Theorem 3.4. Let 2 <<. s <% m. Then, for all f ~ Cs-I(A) and for k ~ LI(A), 
E,(kf; 2) = O(zt s- 2 ~o(f(s- ~); A)). (56) 
Proof. I f f  ~ C S- I(A), then g~ E C s- Z(A). Therefore Theorem 2.4 yields the desired result. [] 
4. Comparison of methods and numerical applications 
Numerical evaluation for (1) has several interesting applications. Such approximations may 
particularly be used for solving Cauchy singular integral equations [14]. 
The majority of numerical methods proposed for (1) are global methods based on orthogonal 
polynomials. Even if such methods converge very fast for differentiable input functions, in some 
practical applications one cannot always place the abscissas of quadrature at the zeros of the 
orthogonal polynomials [14]. 
Recently, local methods for (1) have been studied, mainly based on spline interpolation [8-10] or 
on spline approximation [20]. 
In 1-4] the authors have proposed a local method based on quasi-interpolating splines that places 
no restriction on the order of the spline and few restrictions on the spacing of the knots. 
In Sections 1 and 3 of the present paper, we have proposed quadrature rules obtained subtracting 
out the singularity and then, applying quasi-interpolating splines. For such rules we have proved 
convergence properties and we have obtained a bound error. 
We now present some numerical results obtained when the rules proposed here and in [4] (with 
the same extended partition A*) are applied to the integral (1) for several functions f. 
We have chosen two different A-partitions both satisfying (20), i.e., 
U=un i fo rmA = x i=- I  +--  i=O(1)p+l  
p+l '  
P=perfectA={xi=c°s(  p - i+ l  ) } p-i-T 7t , i=0(1)p+ 1 . 
We recall that [4], given any initial A partition, there exists an associated partition Aa - A that is 
4-quasi uniform. 
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Some of  the  obta ined  resu l t s  are  repor ted  in  Tab les  1-7,  where  we denote :  
• E~) :  the  t runcat ion  er ror  o f  the  ru le  (7) p roposed  in  [4-1, 
• E(,SS): the  t runcat ion  er ror  o f  the  ru le  proposed  here  (15). 
Table 1 
Absolute error for k(x) = 1, f (x )  = x/1 - x 2, m = 4, A = U 
2 J (k f ;2 )  n = 18 n = 34 n = 66 
IE~QI) I IE(SS) I IEIQI) I IE<SS) I IEIQ~) I IE<SS)[ 
0.2 -0.62831853072 3.4 E --3 7.9 E -4  6.4 E -4  3.1 E -4  1.6 E -4  1.1 E -4  
0.3 --0.94247779608 5.4 E -3  1.3 E -3  1.0 E -3  5.0 E -4  2.6 E -4  1.8 E --4 
0.4 --1.25663706144 9.7 E -3  1.9 E -3  1.6 E -3  7.1 E -4  3.9 E -4  2.6 E -4  
0.5 -1.57079632679 1.7 E -2  2.6 E -3  2.4 E -3  9.9 E -4  5.7 E -4  3.6 E -4  
0.6 -1.88495559215 3.1 E -2  3.3 E --3 3.9 E -3  1.3 E --3 8.7 E -4  5.0 E -4  
0.7 --2.19911485751 2.2 E -2  4.9 E --3 7.4 E -3  1.9 E -3  1.4 E -3  7.2 E --4 
0.8 -2.51327412287 4.2 E -2  7.3 E -3  2.1 E -2  2.9 E -3  2.9 E -3  1.1 E -3  
Table 2 
Absolute error for k(x) = 1, f (x )  = (y2 _ x2)- l /z ,  y = 1.1, m = 4, A = U 
2 J (k f ;  2) n = 16 n = 20 n = 66 
I E~QI>I IE<SS) l IE<°I) I IE<SS) l I E~°~l I E~SS)] 
0.25 -0.2004430623 1.2 E -2  3.4 E --3 5.8 E -3  2.0 E --3 1.2 E -4  7.4 E --5 
0.99 -7.4832176878 2.2 E -2  5.8 E --2 3.9 E -3  3.4 E --2 3.4 E -3  1.2 E -3  
Table 3 
Absolute error for k(x) = 1, f (x )  = (y2 _ x 2)- t/2, y = 5, m = 4, A = U 
2 J (k f ;2 )  n=6 n=16 n=20 
IE<QI) I IEISS) l IE¢QI) I IE<SS) l I E~QX~I IE<SS) l 
0.25 --0.1002688603 2.9 E -5  6.8 E -8  1.1 E -7  3.5 E -9  3.7 E -8  1.3 E -9  
0.99 -1.0717993352 2.4 E -6  2.7 E --7 1.5 E -7  1.4 E -8  2.3 E -7  5.4 E -9  
Table 4 
Absolute error for k(x) = (1 - x2) - 1/2, f (x )  = (y2 + x2) - 1, y = 5, m = 4, A = U 
2 J (k f ;2 )  n = 8 n = 16 n = 26 
IECQI) l [E~SS) I I E¢QI)[ i EtSS) I [EtQI)[ ]EtSS) I
0.25 --0.0012291611 7.5 E -6  4.9 E -8  8.3 E -8  2.0 E -9  7.5 E -9  2.2 E -10  
0.99 -0.0046955619 4.1 E --6 1.9 E --7 2.6 E --7 7.7 E --9 3.8 E --8 8.9 E --10 
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Table 5 
Absolute error for k(x) = 1, f (x )  = e x, A = P 
13 
m /1 2 =0.1 
J ( k f ;  2) = 1.99903605021 
2=0.5  
J ( k f ;2 )  = 0.91378643172 
2 = 0.9 
J ( k f ;  2) = - 3.85323498264 
[E~QI) I [E¢SS)[ I EIQI) I I E¢SS) I I E<QI) I I EISSl I 
10 
18 
34 
11 
19 
35 
20 
36 
5.7 E -3  1.6 E -4  2.6 E -3  1.7 E -4  5.5 E -3  1.8 E -4  
5.1 E -4  1.1 E -5  3.0 E -4  1.2 E -5  6.7 E -5  1.3 E -5  
1.5 E -5  3.1 E -7  4.7 E -6  1.1 E - -6  1.3 E -4  3.6 E -7  
1.3 E -4  2.3 E -4  2.4 E -3  2.5 E --4 1.9 E -3  2.7 E -4  
3.6 E -5  1.9 E -5  1.6 E -4  2.0 E -5  2.0 E -4  2.2 E -5  
2.8 E -6  1.1 E -6  8.5 E -6  3.9 E -6  1.1 E -5  1.2 E -6  
7.6 E -6  1.1 E -7  6.6 E -7  6.2 E -7  4.6 E -6  1.2 E -7  
1.1 E -7  3.2 E -9  2.1 E -8  1.2 E -7  4.4 E -7  1.5 E -9  
Table 6 
Absolute error for k(x) = (1 - x2) - 1/2, f (x )  = (x 2 + y2)- 1, y = 5, A = P 
m n 2 = 0.25 2 = 0.99 
J ( k f ;  2) = - 0.0012291611 J ( k f ;  2) = - 0.0046955619 
I E<O~) I I E(SS)[ I E<Q~) I I E~SS)] 
3 10 1.9 E -6  1.7 E -8  8.4 E -6  6.6 E -8  
18 2.0 E -7  1.3 E -9  8.8 E -7  5.0 E -9  
34 1.3 E -8  5.1 E -10  1.8 E -7  7.8 E -10  
66 3.8 E -9  2.4 E -11  3.3 E -9  3.9 E -11  
Table 7 
Absolute error for k(x) = (1 - x2) -1/2, f (x )  = (x 2 + y2)- 1, y = 0.1, A = P 
m n 2 = 0.25 2 -- 0.99 
J (k f ;2 )  = - 107.79315611 J ( k f ;2 )  = - 31.256858013 
I ECQI) I I ECSS) I I g(o~) I I E~SS) I 
3 10 2.0 E 1 3.0 E 1 1.0 E 1 8.9 E 0 
34 3.9 E - -1  5.3 E -2  2.2 E - -2  1.5 E -2  
66 2.7 E -2  2.6 E -4  1.8 E --4 7.7 E -5  
130 5.8 E --4 1.5 E -5  1.0 E --4 4.5 E -6  
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